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UNIVERSAL HEALTHCARE AND ACCESSFOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTSSamuel Wolbert*
INTRODUCTIONNothing can rouse fury in even the most apathetic voter or stir the vitriolof American political discourse like the healthcare debate. From the run-up tothe 2008 Presidential Election—when then-Senator Barack Obama made thecreation of a revamped healthcare system the crux of his platform—throughthe present, the President’s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act(“PPACA”) has been under siege. Obstreperous members of Congress on bothsides of the debate levied traditional lines of criticism, concerning themselveswith the law’s perceived socialist leaning  or the associated financial burden.1 2Still other critics believe the healthcare plan will grant undocumentedimmigrants unmerited access to the benefits of a public healthcare system.Collectively, the narrative surrounding the healthcare debate has been so
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3. Emotions reached a boiling point when GOP Representative Joe Wilson yelled “You Lie!” atPresident Obama during a nationally aired speech the President gave to Congress.4. See, e.g., Meredith L. King, Center for American Progress, Immigrants in the U.S. Health CareSystem, Five Myths That Misinform the American Public 7 (2007), http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/2007/06/pdf/immigrant_health_report.pdf (A March 2006 Time Poll found that 75% of Americanswould deny undocumented immigrants government services such as health care.).
overly contentious and hostile as to obviate any remaining comity within thepolitical discourse surrounding the problem.  But, behind all this white noise3and livid rhetoric there still remains the central issue: without an adequateproposal that addresses the undocumented immigrant ‘problem,’ PresidentObama’s healthcare plan is incomplete.Generally, hospitals would not turn anyone away from medical coveragein emergency situations, regardless of immigration status. Under the newhealthcare plan, taxpayers still pay for coverage of those uninsured,undocumented immigrants seeking healthcare access for emergencies, just asthey have done in the past. By not creating provisions for undocumentedimmigrants, the new plan effectively ignores one of the biggest problems thatcrippled our prior healthcare system. Thus, any healthcare plan that does notadequately cover undocumented immigrants would effectively minimize thecost-saving benefit of a program that purports to be universal.This note will first address the flawed logic behind denyingundocumented immigrants access to healthcare and, subsequently, it willaddress the reasons for healthcare inclusion. Next, the note will analyze theprior healthcare system vis-à-vis available care for undocumented immigrantsand how it is comparable to the new plan. Finally, the note will suggestpragmatic solutions to this controversial issue by examining Mexico’suniversal healthcare system and also addressing a compromising ‘middleground’ to the problem that calls for distributing healthcare to onlyundocumented children.PART I: THE NARRATIVE SURROUNDING UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS ANDPOSSIBLE REASONS FOR EXCLUSIONTo fully grasp the healthcare dilemma vis-à-vis undocumentedimmigrants, one must understand how such a substantial group can be entirelyforeclosed from such an essential service. Undocumented immigrants can bedenied access to even the most basic form of healthcare with little publicoutrage or moral guilt  because they are, often times, wrongly perceived as4criminals who disproportionately usurp public funds. In part, these
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5. Kris W. Kobach, Senate Bill Creates Terrorist Loophole, 62 HUM. EVENTS 8, 8 (2006),available at http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=16048.6. See, e.g., MAE NGAI, IMPOSSIBLE SUBJECTS: ILLEGAL ALIENS AND THE MAKING OF MODERNAMERICA (2d ed. 2004). 7. Brietta R. Clark, The Immigrant Health Care Narrative and What It Tells Us About the U.S.Health Care System, 17 ANN. HEALTH L. 229, 244 (2008).8. Jennifer M. Chacon, Whose Community Shield: Examining the Removal of the “Criminal StreetGang Member,” 2007 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 317, 318.9. See, e.g., Ruxandra Guidi, Study Reveals Crime in California Drops as Immigration Increases,Oct. 18, 2010, available at http://www.kpbs.org/news/2010/oct/18/criminologist-says-crime-california-
misperceptions fuel the current rhetoric and political environment that allowsfor the denial of healthcare access to such a substantial group with littleclamor from the public.A. The Perception of Undocumented ImmigrantsAfter 9/11 and the discovery that five out of the nineteen hijackers werein the United States illegally,  the general public demanded a concentrated5effort to fix immigration. Today, as the job market continues to stagnate andthe American economy remains crippled by a recession, the discoursesurrounding immigration has become an even more salient and germaneconcern for the American people. Throughout it all, the American public atlarge has turned a skeptical eye towards immigrants, particularly thoseimmigrants here illegally.The current public perception of undocumented immigrants is fueled byfear and mistrust. The image of the undocumented immigrant has been that ofperson whom we should chastise and exclude.  Also, the language used in the6immigration discourse mirrors language used in domestic criminal policy;terms such as “illegals” and “illegal aliens” reinforce the image of immigrantsas nothing more than common criminals.  The potency of this image is7exacerbated by the threat of violence spilling over the American border. Now,the vast majority of undocumented immigrants are seen as gang-related andextremely dangerous.8From a political perspective, giving healthcare to undocumentedimmigrants is not viewed as a benevolent hand-up to hard-working immigrantsas much as it is seen as a poor allocation of funds to undeserving criminals.However, this perception is erroneous and should not be used as a justificationfor denying any healthcare services.New studies are emerging which disprove the myth that undocumentedimmigrants create more crime.  These studies show that, even though9
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drops-immigrat/; Christopher Dickey, Reading, Ranting, and Arithmetic, NEWSWEEK, May 27, 2010,available at http://www.kpbs.org/news/2010/oct/18/criminologist-says-crime-california-drops-immigrat/;Clay Latimer, Do Immigrants Reduce Crime?, THE COLORADAN, available at http://www.coloradanmagazine.org/2010/08/22/do-immigrants-reduce-crime/.10. See Guidi, supra note 9; Latimer, supra note 9.11. Latimer, supra note 9.12. Dickey, supra note 9.13. Latimer, supra note 9.14. See, e.g., Guidi, supra note 9; Dickey, supra note 9; Latimer, supra note 9.15. Steven A. Camarota, Center for Immigration Studies, Immigrants in the United States, 2007:A Profile of America’s Foreign-Born Population 1 (2007), available at http://www.cis.org/articles/2007/back1007.pdf.16. Id.
immigration continues to increase, cities with the highest immigrationpopulation have actually seen a substantial drop in homicide, robbery, andviolent crime rates.  For instance, San Diego, California has the lowest10homicide rate out of every major urban area in the United States,  despite11being directly across the Mexican border. Other major cities in the Southwest,such as Phoenix, El Paso, and San Antonio, also, according to FBI data,continue to have declining crime rates.  Overall, researchers are in agreement12that there is “no support for the argument that immigrants are committingmore crime and . . . driving up the crime rate.”13These numbers contradict the assumption that undocumented immigrantsare criminals. Based upon the results of these studies, at best undocumentedimmigrants may be tied to a reduction in crime,  and at worst, they are no14more dangerous than any other broadly-defined class of individuals. Themisplaced stereotypes should not be allowed to dominate the public discoursesurrounding undocumented immigrants nor should they be a reason forexclusion of healthcare benefits.B. Exponential Increase in Immigration Population as a Justification forHealthcare ExclusionCompounding the challenge of redefining the image of the undocumentedimmigrant is the fact that immigration levels have increased dramatically. Asof 2007, one out of every eight people in the U.S. was an immigrant, whichwas the highest level in 80 years.  Today, out of the 38 million immigrants15in the United States, an estimated one-third are undocumented.  The numbers16of undocumented immigrants continue to increase; the Immigration andNaturalization Service (INS), since replaced with Immigration and Customs
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17. U.S. Gen. Accounting Office, Undocumented Aliens: Questions Persist about Their Impact onHospitals Uncompensated Care Costs 5 (2004), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d04472.pdf.18. King, supra note 4, at 8.19. Eduardo Porter, Illegal Immigrants Are Bolstering Social Security with Billions, N.Y. TIMES,Apr. 5, 2005, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2005/04/05/business/05immigration.html.20. Id.21. King, supra note 4, at 8.22. Porter, supra note 19 (estimating three-quarters of undocumented immigrants pay payroll taxes).23. King, supra note 4, at 8.24. Id.25. Immigration Policy Center, Sharing the Costs, Sharing the Benefits: Inclusion Is the BestMedic i n e  (2 0 0 9 ) ,  h t t p : / / immigra t ionpolicy.pa i r s i t e .com/s i tes /defau lt / f i les /docs /Sharing%20the%20Costs%20Sharing%20the%20Benefits%202009.pdf.
Enforcement (ICE), estimated that the undocumented immigrant populationdoubled between 1990 and 2000.17Those who oppose inclusion argue that this exponential increase ofundocumented immigrants will overly strain the healthcare system as theycontinue to abuse the system, usurp public funds, and freeload on the backsof Americans. This is simply unfounded. Statistics show that undocumentedimmigrants “contribute more to the revenue stream for U.S. social benefitsthan what they use.”  For example, undocumented workers contribute more18than the average American to the social security system.  Undocumented19workers provide an estimated $7 billion a year in Social Security tax revenues,despite the fact they will never collect on the benefits.  They also contribute20an estimated 1.5 billion in Medicare taxes annually,  and the majority of21undocumented workers pay payroll taxes.22Furthermore, the amount of money undocumented workers arecontributing to the revenue system is far greater than what they are taking outthrough public services. In Texas, a state with an enormous undocumentedworker population, revenues collected from undocumented immigrantsexceeded expenditures on these immigrants by $424.7 million.  This reflects23nationwide statistics: for example, the National Research Council found thatimmigrants will pay an average of $80,000 more in taxes than what they willuse in services throughout the course of their lifetime.24However, even under the assumption that the exponential increase inimmigrants will disproportionally strain the healthcare system, it still makessense to allow undocumented immigrants the same healthcare benefits ascitizens. By allowing these individuals to pay into the new healthcare system,the costs of everyone’s healthcare would be spread out across the entirepopulation.  Enabling undocumented immigrants to pay into the system25would result in many new subscribers because non-citizens are the least likely
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26. Fact Sheet, Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, Summary: Five Basic Factson Immigrants & Their Health Care 1 (Mar. 11, 2008), available at http://www.kff.org/medicaid/upload/7761.pdf [hereinafter Summary: Five Basic Facts].27. Sharing the Costs, supra note 25, at 3. See also Stephen Dinan, Liberals Seek HealthcareAccess for Illegals, WASH. TIMES, Sept. 28, 2009, http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/sep/28/liberals-seek-health-care-access-for-illegals.28. Susan Milligan, Health Care Opponents Intensify Late Attack, BOSTON GLOBE, Sept. 6, 2009,http://www.boston.com/news/nation/washington/articles/2009/11/06/health_care_opponents_intensify_late_attack.
segment of Americans to be insured.  The inclusion of undocumented26immigrants would also likely reduce costs because immigrants, on theaggregate, are generally younger and healthier than U.S. citizens.  As a result,27undocumented immigrants are cheaper to insure, meaning they would helpcurb costs while not draining a disproportionate amount from the system.Despite the misperception of immigrants as a burden on public services,these numbers reflect the fact that immigrants—both documented andundocumented—contribute more to U.S. revenue than what they take out. Thisis especially true for undocumented immigrants, who more often than not payinto Medicaid, payroll taxes, and social security payments, yet rarely reap thebenefits. But, even assuming they are a disproportionate financial burden, itstill is more beneficial to include undocumented workers in a healthcaresystem because they could help spread out the costs associated withhealthcare.With these misperceptions as a backdrop, one can see how a large, vocalopposition can justify restrictions to healthcare access for undocumentedimmigrants. If undocumented immigrants are to be granted access tohealthcare, there needs to be a fundamental shift in the way these immigrantsare perceived. Without it, undocumented immigrants will continue to beexcluded from universal healthcare access, even at the detriment to theAmerican society at large.PART II: REASONS TO GRANT UNIVERSAL HEALTHCARE ACCESS TOUNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTSBy barring undocumented immigrants from buying into private healthinsurance the new healthcare system does nothing to ameliorate the financialstrains created by an increasing amount of illegal immigration. Without amodified proposal that includes an improved policy towards undocumentedimmigrants, taxpayers will still ultimately pay for uninsured immigrants whochoose to seek medical care.28
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29. King, supra note 4, at 7.30. Tony Pugh, Medicaid Complicates Immigrant Debate; Program Now Requires Proof ofCitizenship for Emergency Room Care, CONTRA COSTA TIMES, July 1, 2006, available at LexisNexisDatabase for Contra Costa Times.31. See Barack Obama & Joe Biden, Plan to Lower Health Care Costs and Ensure AffordableHealthcare Coverage for All (2008), http://www.barackobama.com/pdf/issues/HealthCareFullPlan.pdf.32. Id.33. Pugh, supra note 30.
A. Denying Basic Medical Care Creates More Severe ProblemsWhen undocumented immigrants avoid seeing a physician or otherhealthcare provider, a basic medical condition can turn into a severe problem.As a basic medical condition worsens and the undocumented immigrant’shealth deteriorates, medical care becomes increasingly more expensive,forcing taxpayers to incur more costs.  In this manner, it makes financial29sense to include basic coverage for illegal immigrants in a comprehensivehealthcare plan.Having more access to healthcare services would help undocumentedimmigrants manage chronic conditions, thereby avoiding higher relatedemergency room costs that could arise as the condition worsens. A coverageplan that includes undocumented immigrants would also encourage thoseindividuals to take advantage of preventative care, which could in turn avoidthe costs of more expensive emergency room care.  Even President Obama30acknowledges the necessity to support disease management programs;  in his31proposal he noted that seventy-five percent of the total healthcareexpenditures are spent on patients with chronic conditions, an issue that couldbe fixed through disease management programs.  If undocumented32immigrants were able to take advantage of preventative programs ormedication that would curb problems associated with chronic diseases,emergency room bills would inevitably be reduced.33Barring undocumented immigrants from this type of program wouldultimately undermine the new plan’s cost saving measures and would resultin higher costs for taxpayers, as the onus would be on the taxpayer to treat theimmigrant’s medical condition as it inevitably worsens.B. Undocumented Immigrant Healthcare Use Is Disproportionally LowAlthough many fear undocumented immigrants are taxing the healthcareresources, the reality is they are far less likely to use healthcare services than
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34. King, supra note 4, at 5. See also Erin Fuchs, Medical Needs of Hispanics Targeted,CHATTANOOGA TIMES/FREE PRESS, July 29, 2007, http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/2007/jul/28/Medical-needs-of-Hispanics-targeted; see also Nina Bernstein, Recourse Grows Slim for Immigrants WhoFall Ill, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 3, 2006, at A1:Immigrants have long been on the fringes of medical care. But in the last decade and especiallysince the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, steps to include them have faltered in a political climateincreasingly hostile to those who face barriers of language, cost and fear of penalties likedeportation, say immigrant health experts, providers, and patients. More and more immigrants aredelaying care or retreating into a parallel universe of bootleg remedies and unlicensed practitioners.35. Health Care Expenditures for Immigrants Are Lower Than for Citizens, NATIONALIMMIGRATION LAW CENTER (May 26, 2009), http://www.nilc.org/immspbs/health/costs-less-than-citz-2009-05-26.pdf [hereinafter Health Care Expenditures].36. Id.37. See Julia Preston, Immigration at Record Level, Analysis Finds, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 29, 2007,at A20.38. King, supra note 4, at 7.39. Id.40. See Peter Cunningham, What Accounts for Differences in the Use of Hospital EmergencyDepartments Across U.S. Communities?, 25 HEALTH AFFAIRS 5 (2006), available at http://content.healthaffairs.org/cgi/content/full/25/5/w324.41. Health Care Expenditures, supra note 35.42. King, supra note 4, at 5.
U.S. citizens.  The healthcare expenditures attributable to immigrants are also34proportionally lower than expenditures attributable to United States citizens.35In fact, the total healthcare costs attributable to undocumented immigrants areonly 1.3% of all medical expenditures.  Other data suggests that immigrants36are much more likely to pay for their own healthcare than citizens, therebyundermining the view of immigrants as burden on the welfare system.37Immigrants also rarely use emergency room services.  The metropolitan38areas of Miami-Dade, Phoenix, and Orange County, California are all urbanareas with a much higher immigrant population than towns such as Clevelandand Little Rock, yet they experience far lower rates of emergency room use.39Generally, this reflects the statistics that communities with the highestemergency room use do not necessarily have a large number of racialminorities, uninsured, or immigrant residents.  Thus, contrary to popular40perceptions, communities with higher immigrant populations actually havelower rates of emergency room use than areas with less immigration.41Furthermore, fewer than ten percent of both documented andundocumented Mexican immigrants living in the United States for less thanten years reported using an emergency room, compared to twenty percent ofnative-born whites and Mexican-Americans.  Even children in immigrant42families use emergency room services disproportionally less than those in
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43. See Gabrielle Lessard & Leighton Ku, Gaps in Coverage for Immigrant Families, 13 FUTUREOF CHILDREN 101, 107 (2003), available at http://futureofchildren.org/futureofchildren/publications/docs/13__01_FullJournal.pdf/.44. See, e.g., Michael Janofsky, Burden Grows for Southwest Hospitals, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 14, 2003,at A14, available at 2003 WLNR 5219799. See also Dana Canedy, Hospitals Feeling Strain from IllegalImmigrants, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 5, 2002, at 116, available at 2002 WLNR 4433048.45. Canedy, supra note 44.46. Janofsky, supra note 44.
citizen families, further dispelling the notion that people without access toprimary care abuse emergency healthcare.43Ultimately, the numbers reflect the reality that undocumented immigrantsactually use healthcare services at a lower rate than native, U.S.-born citizens.This fact is reflected, in part, by immigrants’ low use of emergencydepartment services generally, but it also illustrates their apprehensionsregarding the healthcare system. Often times, many undocumented immigrantsdo not seek medical attention—not due to any inherent toughness or being anefficient healthcare user—but rather, out of fear their immigration status willbe revealed. Though, in the end, the distinction is immaterial; regardless of thereason, the fact remains that undocumented immigrants consume healthcareresources at lower rates than native, U.S.-born citizens.C. Undocumented Immigrant Healthcare Use Does Create Some ProblemsUndocumented immigrants might use healthcare services at adisproportionally lower rate than U.S. citizens but, nevertheless, hospitals arenot immune from the financial burdens created by providing undocumentedimmigrants’ with emergency room care. On the contrary, undocumentedimmigrants can still substantially affect the economic burdens of hospitals.44The fact remains that undocumented immigrants rarely utilize healthcareservices, but when they do choose to seek emergency medical care they areburdened with crippling emergency room fees. Since undocumentedimmigrants often cannot pay without adequate health insurance, the burdenessentially falls on the hospitals.Estimates of the total cost of unpaid medical bills attributable toundocumented immigrants are as much as $2 billion per year.  As of 2003,45in the Southwest alone undocumented immigrants accounted for an estimated$200 million in unpaid medical care.  Overall, this amount is a “blip on the46national health screen,” only amounting to a fraction of one percent of the
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47. Jennifer Ludden, Healthcare Overhaul Ignores Illegal Immigrants, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO(Feb. 20, 2010), http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=106376595.48. Id.49. Anna Gorman, California Counties Cut Healthcare to Illegal Immigrants, L.A. TIMES, Apr. 27,2009, http://articles.latimes.com/2009/apr/27/local/me-immighealth27.50. Ludden, supra note 47.51. 8 U.S.C. §§ 1611, 1621 (2006).
national healthcare budget.  However, when these costs fall disproportionally47on hospitals, that small fraction becomes financially devastating.48As the country is facing increasing financial difficulties, states are forcedto slash their budgets. As a result, the unpaid medical bills fromundocumented immigrants are becoming increasingly burdensome on localhospitals. Some communities are eliminating nonemergency health servicesfor undocumented immigrants, which could further shift the financial burdensolely to the hospitals.  To subsidize the rising costs of undocumented49immigrant care, some hospitals have had to cut back on services they offerwhile simultaneously raising fees.50Ultimately, undocumented immigrants are not disproportionally abusingthe healthcare system, but nevertheless they do create some financial strain.Undocumented immigrants are in the United States and they do utilizehealthcare services, usually after seemingly benign medical conditions haveworsened. Thus, the reality of their healthcare use practically mandatesinclusion in to the benefits of the new healthcare system.PART III: JUXTAPOSING THE PRIOR MEDICAID SYSTEM WITH THE PPACADespite the flawed reasoning, the reasons for denying healthcare toundocumented immigrants are still prevalent today. The new healthcarelegislation was passed as comprehensive reform specifically aimed atalleviating the systematic flaws of prior systems. However, with no provisionsfor addressing undocumented immigrants, the new healthcare plan is stillmarred by some of the same financial and ethical problems that plagued theprevious system.A. Undocumented Immigrants, Emergency Medicaid, and Its ShortcomingsBefore President Obama’s healthcare system became law, the federalgovernment’s general policy was to exclude undocumented immigrants fromfederal, state, and local benefit programs,  with an exception for “Emergency51
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52. Sean Elliott, Note, Staying Within the Lines: The Question of Post-Stabilization Treatment forIllegal Immigrants under Emergency Medicaid, 24 J. CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 149, 151 (2007).53. 42 U.S.C. § 1396b(v) (2006).54. Id.55. Compare Szewczyk v. Dep’t of Soc. Servs., 881 A.2d 259 (Conn. 2005) (patient still sufferedfrom acute symptoms even after stabilization), with Greenery Rehab. Group v. Hammon, 150 F.3d 226 (2dCir. 1998) (Medicaid coverage does not cover the treatment of illegal aliens for symptoms beyondstabilization).56. Elliot, supra note 52, at 152.57. Compare Diaz v. Div. of Soc. Servs., 628 S.E.2d 1, 5 (N.C. 2006) (patient not eligible to receiveMedicaid coverage for post-stabilization therapy), with Scottsdale Healthcare, Inc. v. Ariz. Health Care CostContainment Sys. Admin., 75 P.3d 91, 98 (Ariz. 2003) (Medicaid coverage may not always stop after theoriginal injury is stabilized.).58. Elliot, supra note 52, at 153.59. Rand Corp., Rand Study Finds Undocumented Immigrants Are Most Likely to Be Uninsured(Nov. 10, 2005), http://www.rand.org/news/press.05/11.10.html.60. Summary: Five Basic Facts, supra note 26.
Medicaid.”  Emergency Medicaid includes treatment for an “emergency52medical condition,” as long as the immigrant patient would otherwise meet theeligibility requirements for medical assistance under the particular state’smedical plan.  “Emergency medical condition” is defined as “a medical53condition (including emergency labor and delivery) manifesting itself by acutesymptoms of sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that the absenceof immediate medical attention could reasonably be expected to result inplacing the patient’s health in serious jeopardy, serious impairment to bodilyfunctions, or serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.”54The courts are split over the correct interpretation of the “emergencymedical” language, thereby blurring the scope of medical coverage forundocumented immigrants.  The majority of federal courts agreed that55undocumented immigrants arriving at a hospital with acute symptoms that, ifleft untreated, could result in serious bodily harm or death were entitled toMedicaid coverage to the “point of stabilization.”  A circuit split emerged56when the courts attempted to define this arbitrary “point of stabilization.” Thecourts generally declined to adopt a bright line test and therefore, wereambiguous when drawing the line between the end of stabilization and thestart of post-stabilization assistance.57Where the stabilization line was drawn led to financial repercussions forindividual hospitals and created severe public policy implications.58Undocumented immigrants are generally uninsured,  unable to pay for59expensive emergency room healthcare services, and barred from enrolling inMedicaid programs.  As a result, individual hospitals were often left to cover60
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61. Janofsky, supra note 44.62. Id.63. The Patient Protection and Affordable Healthcare Act, available at http://www.govtrack.us/congress/billtext.xpd?bill=h111-3590.64. Allison Siskin & Erica Lunder, Congressional Research Services, Treatment of Noncitizens inH.R. 3200, at 2 (2009), available at http://assets.opencrs.com/rpts/R40773_20090825.pdf#page=2. Seealso Center for American Progress, Fact Check: Health Care & Undocumented Immigrants (Sept. 11,2009), http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/2009/09/immigration_health.html.65. Id.
the uncompensated emergency room bill,  leading to a financial strain and61causing some hospitals without sufficient federal aid to go under.  These62hospitals were often faced with the dilemma of reducing treatments to savecosts or helping a patient while hemorrhaging money. This notion of weighinga hospital’s financial strain in treating uninsured immigrants against the costsof prohibiting certain medical treatments is a disturbing line for society toarbitrarily construct.Under the prior system, emergency Medicaid attempted to help those inneed of emergency care while reducing costs, yet it failed to successfullyaccomplish either goal. Hospitals still spent an exorbitant amount of moneywhile typically leaving the patients’ medical conditions unresolved.Depending upon where the capricious “stabilization” line was drawn by thecourts, undocumented immigrants were sometimes purged from emergencyroom care when their ailments and healthcare conditions were not fullyhealed. Thus, the previous system was an expensive and inefficient programthat failed to adequately resolve the financial and ethical issues stemmingfrom undocumented immigrants.B. The Current Healthcare SystemDespite attempting to create a radically different healthcare system, thenew healthcare plan,  just like the old model, excludes undocumented63immigrants.  The legislative history also shows that Congressmen repeatedly64stated that undocumented immigrants would be denied access to the plan’shealthcare benefits. When debating the bill, the House Energy and CommerceCommittee reiterated that undocumented immigrants are ineligible forMedicaid coverage, stating: “Nothing in this title shall change currentprohibitions against Federal Medicaid . . . on behalf of individuals who are notlawfully present in the United States.”65To ease concerns over undocumented immigration, the Obamaadministration supported language that would bar undocumented immigrants
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66. Milligan, supra note 28.67. Nancy Pelosi Will Not Include Public Option in Final Bill, THE HUFFINGTON POST, (Mar. 12,2010), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/03/12/pelosi-public-option_n_496559.html.68. Jared Allen, Immigration May Threaten House Vote, THE HILL, Nov. 5, 2009, available athttp://thehill.com/homenews/house/66649-immigration-threatens-vote.69. Preston, supra note 37.
from purchasing private health insurance as part of the proposed insuranceexchanges.  Also, with no public option plan in the bill,  undocumented66 67immigrants are forced to pay for their health costs out of pocket. Since the lawalso prohibits undocumented immigrants from receiving federal subsidies,68they are forced to pay full-price for health coverage, regardless of incomelevels.  Therefore, under the new law, it is nearly impossible for most69undocumented immigrants to afford the exorbitant healthcare prices.Overall, the new healthcare law does nothing to alleviate the healthcareconcerns regarding undocumented immigration. The result of the newhealthcare plan is that undocumented immigrants probably cannot afford topay for their emergency healthcare and hospitals will still have to rely on theantiquated emergency Medicaid scheme and the capricious definition of“stabilization” given by the courts. Even though the healthcare bill was laudedas a fundamental overhaul of an inefficient system, the law did nothing toaddress the problems caused by undocumented immigrants.PART IV: PRAGMATIC SOLUTIONSInstead of ignoring undocumented immigrants in the healthcare law, arealistic solution would acknowledge their presence and create a moreinclusive healthcare system. However, assuming the status quo survives andthe political climate remains unwelcoming towards a full-scale inclusion of allundocumented workers, there are still other options. Implementing even smallchanges to the healthcare law could save millions of dollars while moderatelyimproving the overall health of undocumented immigrants.A. Case Study: Mexico’s Healthcare SystemA number of pragmatic options exist, several of which would satisfy bothsides of the healthcare debate. One such plan is found by looking across thesouthern border of the United States at the Mexican healthcare system. Bystudying the Mexican system, we may be provided with a diverse and uniquesolution to the current public debate. This note does not purport to represent
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70. James C. McKinley, Jr., Migrants Stream into South Mexico, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 28, 2007,available at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/28/world/americas/28mexico.html. (Immigrants stream intoMexico in search of moving North into the U.S.).71. Sheila Whyte, How Mexico’s Health Care System Works, CBC NEWS (May 4, 2009), availableat http://www.cbc.ca/health/story/2009/05/04/f-health-mexico-health-system.html.72. Id. (Explaining that Mexico’s private health care system is booming, and it even attracts aplethora of Americans. Monterrey is a big center for medical tourism, where Americans can get an operationsuch as a hip replacement for as much as $50,000 less than in the U.S.). See also Chris Hawley, Mexico’sHealth Care Lures Americans, USA TODAY, Sept. 1, 2009, available at http://www.usatoday.com/news/world/2009-08-31-mexico-health-care_Nhtm.73. Whyte, supra note 71.74. Id.
the Mexican social welfare policies as the definitive approach; rather, theanalysis relies upon pragmatic observations drawn from examining Mexico’sattempts to cope with many of the same domestic issues present in the U.S.healthcare system.Mexico’s healthcare policy provides a unique case study for a variety ofreasons. First, Mexico faces welfare and poverty issues that are much morepervasive than in any domestic region within the United States. Also, like theUnited States, Mexico is a bourgeoning home for immigrants. Mexicoannually receives a large number of undocumented immigrants fromsurrounding countries. While this number does not exceed the immigrationlevels in the United States, it is nonetheless substantial for a country of itssize, population, and resources.  Thus, Mexico’s solutions to its healthcare70problems could provide a unique and practical perspective to the UnitedState’s dilemma.Supplying healthcare to a developing country of over 105 million, suchas Mexico, involves a complex system ranging from small, private insuranceplans to a vast universal health insurance program that mixes public, private,and employer funding.  Mexico’s private health insurance system is not as71prevalent as its counterpart in the United States: only about three millionwealthy and middle class Mexicans are able to afford private care. However,those that can afford private healthcare do receive ample care at relativelycheap rates.  Mexico also has a public system where about 50 million salaried72Mexicans, along with their employers and government, pay into a progressiveinsurance scheme based on wage.  Finally, and most importantly, is the73universal healthcare system in Mexico.In 2003, approximately 40 million uninsured Mexicans began receivingaccess to full health coverage through Mexico’s universal healthcare system,the Seguro Popular de Salud (Social Health Insurance Program).  The crux74
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of the plan is to provide Mexicans with social health protection covering themost basic treatments, including 266 different types of general procedures and312 medications. These basic treatments are provided to reduce catastrophichealth expenditures, which can increase exponentially when standardpreventative measures are ignored.  In exchange for access to these basic75treatments, most families pay a premium based upon their income and thenmake preventative healthcare visits at clinics.  The poorest 20% of the76population pay nothing.  Though the program is still in the nascent stages of77implementation, early results have shown that catastrophic healthcareexpenditures have declined for poor families and the general population as awhole.  Equally as promising, these special programs have helped reduce78malaria by sixty percent, tuberculosis mortality rates by thirty percent, and areon track to reduce child mortality by up to two-thirds by 2015.79To create a healthcare policy that is both effective and politicallyplausible, the United States should study the findings from Mexico’shealthcare initiative and implement a policy that would push for basic andoptional universal healthcare coverage. Many undocumented immigrantsalready pay taxes.  An effective plan to cover their healthcare coverage while80curbing costs would allow them to pay into a plan based on income earned andprocedures covered. Through the access to basic care, the program could helpsubsidize crippling healthcare costs on the back-end. The positive effect of asimilar program in Mexico cannot be ignored; healthcare costs have beenreduced while providing healthcare access to individuals in extremelyimpoverished conditions.
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B. A Middle Ground: Providing Healthcare Only toUndocumented ChildrenMirroring the system in Mexico provides a potentially effective programto provide basic care to immigrants in order to avoid some of the debilitatingcosts associated with untreated ailments. Still other options exist. For instance,an effective way to curb healthcare costs while not providing full coverage forall undocumented immigrants is to offer basic coverage for children ofundocumented immigrants. Providing healthcare for children at a young ageis a crucial first step to healthy-living as an adult, and can help save costsassociated with long-term diseases as the children mature.As the fastest growing component of the United States’ childpopulation,  immigrant children have significantly less access to healthcare81when compared to their native peers.  Immigrant children are also more likely82to be without a usual source of healthcare, relying instead on clinics andhospital emergency rooms as opposed to pediatric doctor offices.  The83numbers also show both undocumented children and U.S.-born children ofundocumented parents use healthcare services at a much lower frequency thanthose children from non-immigrant parents.  Out of those who do use84healthcare services, approximately one-half rely on clinics or hospitaloutpatient centers as their primary source of care, and these providers arefrequently strained by financial resources and only able to offer limitedsupport.  Consequently, when immigrant children do receive healthcare, it is85usually of a lower quality than that received by similarly-aged children incitizen families.86The U.S. government has acknowledged the importance of providingmore children with healthcare through the creation of programs such as theChildren’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). CHIP covers uninsured childrenfrom families whose incomes are too high to qualify for Medicaid but too low
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to afford private health insurances. Until 2009, legal immigrants weregenerally barred from CHIP for five years after they entered the UnitedStates.  That ban has since been lifted, however, CHIP still requires recipients87to be U.S. citizens or legal residents; undocumented immigrants cannotqualify. The problem, though, is almost half of young, noncitizen children areundocumented, meaning they are ineligible for CHIP benefits, along with anyother program except emergency Medicaid.88Even when children of undocumented immigrants are eligible to receivehealthcare coverage, undocumented families often do not enroll out of fearthat receiving benefits might expose a family members’ immigration status.89Over one-quarter of immigrant children under the age of six haveundocumented parents, meaning even if one parent is here legally, the fear ofjeopardizing the other parent’s status may be enough to avoid enrollment.90This fear has become even more prevalent as consular officials haveincreasingly begun to scrutinize immigrants’ use of healthcare. Today,immigrants who use health benefits are classified as “public charges,” whichcan jeopardize their residency.91Thus, the number of undocumented immigrant children is growingexponentially while at the same time they are kept from accessing healthcareservices, either through the system itself or a parent’s well-founded fear thattheir undocumented immigration status could be unveiled. Over time, this willlikely create problems. For example, as children age, health-related concernsthat manifested early in life will continually worsen. As they become adults,this will result in increased medical costs. An effective plan, therefore, wouldprovide better healthcare to undocumented immigrant children in order toprevent aggravating any medical conditions.A healthcare plan that provides universal care to all children is vital fornumerous reasons. First, children depend on their parents for healthcareaccess. But, undocumented immigrants are most likely to be uninsured,meaning their children lack access to healthcare as well. Poverty rates forchildren of undocumented workers are also substantially higher than nativefamilies, thereby further preventing their access to satisfactory healthcare.92
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Development, http://fcd-us.org/uploadDocs/DJHPackard06_11_04.pdf.93. Lessard & Ku, supra note 43, at 7.94. Pamela L. Owens et al., HCUP Fact Book No. 4, AHRQ Publication No. 04-000, Care ofChildren in US Hospitals 38 (2003), available at http://www.ahrq.gov/data/hcup/factbk4/factbk4b.htm#resource (“In total, children use 10 to 20 percent of all hospital resources compared to the80 to 90 percent used by adults, as measured by hospital stays, length of hospitalization, and totalcharges.”).95. Heidi Schwarzwald, Seminars in Pediatric Infections Diseases April 2005, Illnesses AmongRecently Immigrated Children 78–83 (vol. 16, issue 2), abstract available at http://www.journals.elsevierhealth.com/periodicals/yspid/article/PIIS1045187004001256/abstract (“Recent immigrant childrenhave a higher likelihood of malnourishment and have an inadequate immunity to vaccine-preventableillnesses”).96. Owens, supra note 94, at 37.
Healthcare coverage is the first step to quality healthcare, yet obtainingcoverage is far more onerous for children in immigrant families than theirnative-born peers.93Healthcare for children is also proportionally less expensive thanhealthcare for adults  because children visit hospitals predominately for94illnesses that are easily preventable or curable.  For example, respiratory95illnesses like pneumonia, bronchitis, and asthma, account for $3 billion inhealthcare costs—seven percent of total healthcare expenditures forchildren—but are relatively easy to prevent and cure.  Access to proper96preventive medicines, like inhaled or oral steroids, can greatly reduce thefrequency and severity of asthma episodes but may not be available tochildren who lack a sufficient healthcare plan.Children are in a unique situation when compared to adults because theircare is usually more affordable and sometimes preventable. The governmentrecognizes the importance of providing healthcare to children throughprograms like CHIP. CHIP, however, does not extend healthcare toundocumented children, many of whom are consistently being deniedhealthcare access at an alarming rate. Therefore, it is crucial to providehealthcare to children in general, and specifically to the undocumentedimmigrant children who are often unable to receive such care. Giving thesechildren the access to healthcare at a young age could prevent complicationsand create a healthier community, thereby saving lives and reducing costs.
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CONCLUSIONAs medical costs continue to increase,  President Obama must still97contend with detractors determined to minimize the impact of the PPACA.The healthcare law, though, is incomplete because it effectively barsundocumented immigrants from receiving any of the benefits, includinguniversal or reduced-cost healthcare. Any cost-saving provision in the plan isundermined without an access requirement for undocumented immigrants.Despite an emphasis on broad, over-reaching initiatives designed to curbundocumented immigration, undocumented immigrants are here in the UnitedStates. Not only will they remain here but their numbers will very likelyincrease over time. A robust healthcare debate that ignores their presence orskirts the issue does nothing to alleviate the problem. Therefore, a healthcareplan that prohibits undocumented immigrants from accessing any healthcarebenefits will continue to be marred with financial problems and ethicaldifficulties.
